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Embarrassing things we all do and think
Posted by Grant400 - 07 Aug 2020 06:17
_____________________________________

I realized that most of the embarrassing things we do, we all do. I figured it would be funny if I
listed some and any of you can share yours and we can all get a good laugh realizing we all do
the same stuff:

1) "Klapping" selach on shabbos by mistake and immediately opening our hand and scratching
our chest and arm for a really long time, maybe even sliding to other places like "oh! This itch
wont let up!" Same with kissing our tefillin during krias shema by maariv.

2) When I daven for the amud I always check my phone or listen to the guy next to me to make
sure I'm saying the right "yom" before blurting out the ending, even though I already know what
day it is.

3) When we get caught staring through the car next to us's window we carefully continue to look
in the same direction, just missing eye contact...like, "I wasnt looking at you pick your nose- I
was intently staring directly at the spot of bird stuffs on the hood of your car"!

                                Grant

========================================================================
====

Re: Embarrassing things we all do and think
Posted by qwerty123456 - 07 Oct 2020 16:12
_____________________________________

i love doing this one when the guy before me didnt close the bottle well...

========================================================================
====

Re: Embarrassing things we all do and think
Posted by qwerty123456 - 07 Oct 2020 16:15
_____________________________________
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tzitzis dude wrote on 07 Oct 2020 03:54:

I’ve seen this one with myself and everyone around me...

Getting the orange juice passed to me, and just having to shake it- even though I still see the
froth from the previous shaking from all of 5 seconds ago

i love doing this when the guy before me didnt close the bottle well...

========================================================================
====

Re: Embarrassing things we all do and think
Posted by Markz - 07 Oct 2020 17:35
_____________________________________

Ending Hallel with the sad realization the Etrog was upside down all along...

========================================================================
====

Re: Embarrassing things we all do and think
Posted by ??? ???? ???? ??? - 07 Oct 2020 19:01
_____________________________________

Looked down at my hands holding lulav and esrog today during Hallel and realized that my
Tefillin were still on...

========================================================================
====

Re: Embarrassing things we all do and think
Posted by Markz - 13 Oct 2020 02:30
_____________________________________

Ending the day with the sad realization the mask was inside out all along...

========================================================================
====

Re: Embarrassing things we all do and think
Posted by Grant400 - 13 Oct 2020 14:01
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_____________________________________

Markz wrote on 13 Oct 2020 02:30:

Ending the day with the sad realization the mask was inside out all along...

MASK-im!

========================================================================
====

Re: Embarrassing things we all do and think
Posted by OivedElokim - 15 Oct 2020 04:43
_____________________________________

Anybody ever start davening maariv with a minyan and then realize during shema that you
already davened? It gets pretty awkward pretty fast...

========================================================================
====

Re: Embarrassing things we all do and think
Posted by sleepy - 15 Oct 2020 05:26
_____________________________________

how about during Birchas Kohanim, answering a booming Amen to the Chazans Shalom before
the Kohanim  say SHAAALOM

========================================================================
====

Re: Embarrassing things we all do and think
Posted by Swift Eagle - 15 Oct 2020 15:36
_____________________________________

I love your closing lines in your signature! About we are the good habits we practice, it's not in

the good act rather in the good habit. Thank you! 

========================================================================
====

Re: Embarrassing things we all do and think
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Posted by Lou - 17 Jan 2021 16:54
_____________________________________

I once told a non frum coworker Mazel tov because I thought she just came back from having a
baby. It turns out it was the wrong person. Not only that,she thought I was saying Mazel tov
because I thought she was pregnant. She said no, I just put on a some weight and she looked
very embarrassed. Her embarrassment paled in comparison to mine!!

========================================================================
====

Re: Embarrassing things we all do and think
Posted by Lou - 02 Feb 2021 02:01
_____________________________________

Just wondering,how many people have clicked on the spouses board on here? Just to see if it

works! Cmon admit it! Ok,you don't have to admit it but we all know you did.

========================================================================
====

Re: Embarrassing things we all do and think
Posted by BHYY - 02 Feb 2021 02:31
_____________________________________

When the gabai shouts "Kohen?" you don't move because you don't want to run up there at the
same time as the other Kohen and have to awkwardly walk back but then when the gabai says
"Ein kan kohen" all of a sudden you remeber your yichus!

========================================================================
====

Re: Embarrassing things we all do and think
Posted by Lou - 02 Feb 2021 03:02
_____________________________________

BHYY wrote on 02 Feb 2021 02:31:

When the gabai shouts "Kohen?" you don't move because you don't want to run up there at the
same time as the other Kohen and have to awkwardly walk back but then when the gabai says
"Ein kan kohen" all of a sudden you remeber your yichus!

I am a Levi so I certainly can relate to the same idea!
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========================================================================
====

Re: Embarrassing things we all do and think
Posted by Hakolhevel - 02 Feb 2021 13:09
_____________________________________

Wow. With everyone identifying themselves this forum is becoming not so anonymous

I guess it's time to reveal myself
Warning: Spoiler!

========================================================================
====

Re: Embarrassing things we all do and think
Posted by OivedElokim - 22 Feb 2021 21:06
_____________________________________

Dead giveaway.

I always thought you were a Roman Catholic.
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Silly me...

========================================================================
====
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